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CHAPMiIR I

k SURVEY OF COST, 10TH3D, AID V:zLUE OF LA3CRATORY INSTRUCTICc:

Great sozP of money are expended annually for tne u-pkeel)

and equipment of laboratories that are used only for teachin,z,

and yet there ie little in the way of experimental data to

indicate definitely whether the expenditure of time or money

is justified.

The laboratory class is smaller, requires per member

more floor apace and larger outlay for such permanent equip-

ment as desks and lockers, and for matcriale of various kinds.

The first factor alone, that of size of class, justifies the

initial statement. Laboratory classes under one instructor

are limited to twelve or fifteen students. Recitation clasees

under one instructor are limited to twenty-five or thirty

students. Each student in lecture or recitation requires

approximately ten square feet of floor space and one chair.

Each student in laboratory requires approximately twenty-six

square feet of floor apace, a desk equipped with running

water, chemicals and adequate drawer and locker facilities,

and requires also apparatus varying in value from a few to

hundreds of dollars. Nach student in a recitation or lecture

requires at most a few sheets of examination paper now and

then; each student in Laboratory work constantly requires

che...licals or other materials with which to do his

1
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As result of these factors, it apparently costs more to

teach a student one hour in laboratory than to teach Lim

one 'dour in recitation or lectu-e.1

1;ot only ttie, but seemingly it costs more to graduate

a student from an institution offering more laboratory work

thah from an institution of similar academic standing offer-

inc leee laboratory work, all other factors being equal.

Hour for hour the laboratory work is much more expensive,

but toward graduation we do not count hour for hour. iara-

doxical as it may seer,, from a fiscal aspect, the more ex-

pensive unite counts less. 1.:ost institutions of higher

learnin require a student to furnish from two to four hours

of laboratory instruction for the credit equal to one hour

of recitation or lecture. Aseume for a moment a tyl:owaetical

case. An instructor receives $3,600 for thirty-six weeks

of teachins7. i,:ach week he teaches costs the institution

one hundred dollars in salary. Assume that he teaches two

hours of lecture, six tours of recitation, and ten hours of

laboratory. 171ach hour of service costs the instituticn

five dollars and fifty-six cents. The lecture classes

average thirteen students. The salary cost alone of instruc-

tion, then, per student taught one hour are: for the lecture

courses five and one half cents, for the recitation rsrk

1- -
Lancsay, "Laboratory Costs in institutirl of

Higher Learnin::," zJchool and Ziocietv, XX (October 25, 1924),
537-542.

- row.
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for laboratory work forty-three cent.

The difference, then, in the cost of the three methods of

instrnction is ciuite obvious.
2

In erder to secure the academic equivalent of the five

a:Id ore half cent hour you must multilly the forty-three

cent hcur by three, since tiLt is tfie ar;roximate uveraLe

numLer of such hours the student must take ie order to secure

t:e se vicunt of credit as accrued by reason of the five

End one half cent or the tverty-two cent hour. Hence the

com;arison must stand: five ad one half cents of lecture

eeuals twenty-two cents cf recitation equals .!1.29 of

latcratory irstruction.3

Tc thie must 1:e added maintenace z_rld ce reciation

cares cn ec7diticra1 floor Elzce and equiLLent and slecial

maintenance exT:enditure incurred by the laboratory student

not incurred ty t1::e rec4t,7tior: or lecture student. :or exam-

;le, one lateratory student occu:ies 2.0 times as ml;ch floor

srece EZ one recitatic: or lecture student, end three times

lon, for the sa_e amount of credit. To one we must chare

ten square feet floor s:ece, heated, liEnted, and cleaned,

for ore hour; to the other twenty-six square feet for three

tours, i.e., ten a il-ainst factoIs must

more tilan offset t_e fact teat frecuertly 'over sclaried

cit.

.uoc. c!t.
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men are assigned laboratory work than meet 
lecture or demon-

stration classes.

W-aat this emphasis on laboratory instructi
on means in

terms of money may be appreciated by consid
ering that the

average cost of a student clock hour in tae 50 
per cent of

higher laboratory department at the state c
olleges was

$00.4413, while the average cost per stud
ent clock hour in

departments less then 50 per cent laboratorie
s was ;00.2569.

These are student clock hour costs. To change these studenL

clock hour costs to costa of units equal to 
academic value

they must be multiplied by the number of student 
clock hours

necessary in each case for one credit hour. When this is

done we find that one credit hour in the laboratory 
depart-

ment costs an average of $00.8176, while one credit 
hour

in the lecture and recitation departments costs $00
.2610.

4

The cost will depend to a great extent upon

used in tne instruction of tte laboratory work.

past few years a number of experiments have been

with the purpose of studyine the relative merits

the method

During the

carried on

of certain

method of instruction in science. 6.1a a result of these

studies advocates of the lecture-demonstration method
 con-

tend that Large sums of money are being wasted in t
he un-

profitable purchase of equipment in sufficient 
quantities

for individual laboratory work. The saving of much tiuss

1.40 C. Cit.



by the lecture-demonstration method is also claimed. ..21_e

issue, therefore, becomes an important one for administra-

tors, science teachers, and etudents of education generally.

It should, accordingly, be viewed from all angles. The

studies of Hunter, Phillip, Wiley, Cunningham, CooTrider,

ansO Woody dealt largely with the acouisition of facts. The

differences obtained by the use of the different methods

were slight. In most cases the results were slightly in

favor of the lecture-demonstration when the tests immediately

followed the teaching, while greater retention resulted from

the individual laboratory method as evidenced by the delayed

recall scores. Whether there are outcomes from the individual

laboratory experience in the way of self-confidence, initia-

tive, and gaining of power that justifies the expenditure of

additional time, these experiments do not adequately de-

termine. The lecture-demonstration method appears to be the

better method for imparting skill in laboratory technique in

its initial etae and for developing ability to solve new

problems.
5

The problem of grouping students for laboratory work,

esoecially in sciences which reauires expensive apparatus,

has been considered for many years. From observations that

C. Croxton, "Shall Laboratory Work in the "rublie
Zkhoolc be Curtaiied?",  .;:ence  :.:athematice,
mx (January 1929), nm. 79-8Z.



have been made along this line, the following conclusions

art. drawn:

1. The average strong students are neither benefitted

nor injured by working in pairE.

2. The average weak students are benefitted by work-

in; in pairs.

The average strong students are not injured by

being paired with the weak students, but the weak

ones are benefitted by working with the strong

ones.

4. Only the mechanical genius is handicapped by

being paired with another student and seems to

make no difference whether the other student is

strong or weak.

1.8 general conclusions we might suggest that in the

normal schools and teachers colleges, excepting the occasional

student who later ey:-..ects to get into a school of nie type,

students may be paired off for laboratory without any concern

as to strength or weakness. If the students are paired off

for their laboratory work, the instructor could handle twice

as .1a..ry students in the laboratory and he could save half of

the exense in apparatus and materials.
6

Laboratory is intended to develol: ingenuity and facili-

-
.. G. Bowers, "Crouping Students ior «ork in the

Chemical Laboratory," Education, IIV (Larch, 1925), 429-37.
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tate scientific reasoning. If the laboratory has fiiiled

or is failing in this, it might be because re go at labora—

tory in the v:roug way. Whether the beginner does the labora-

tory work himself or sees someone else do it may or may not

be material, but it is generally conceded that laboratory

work should be done. s to the value of the laboratory

work, we have conflicting opinions. it has probably aided

us somewhat in the establishment of laws and princiles, and

in addition it has done a gret deal to bring to the students'

minds an understanding of these laws and nrinciples.
7

H. N. Goddard says,

"The purpose of the laboratory is to give adequate
experience and otjective illustration for an under-
standirr and anrreciation of science, ard to give
an understanding of the an.clication of these
common processes and phenomena. The laboratory has
accomplished much of this. Eut the current rethods
operating in the laboratory, which is supposed to
develor a rower and natit of scientific thinking,
have overlooked to a large degree tbe necessary
conditions of reflective ttinking".°

This thesis io undertaken with the intention of studying

the efficiency of laboratory work in geography. I:1 that much

time and money are expended annually on the capital outlay and

on the maintenance of laboratories it is highly essential that

we determine the effectiveness of our work by objective meas•-lre-

ments.

. G. r(rAt., "Z)ome -Loucational Values in LaborL.tory

li 

4iorl:," ;.1ducation, XLIV (ILay 1924), 1,,I. 446-455.
. 1

lace. c.it.



CPTER II

7.) -_;-0N-LABORAIORY INSTRUCTIr GLOGRAI= 101

The number of hours of laboratory work per reek in the

many fields of science varies. In the Department of

Geography at estern Kentucky Teachers College, Bowling

Green, Kentucky, it has been customary to offer only one hour

of laboratory work per week in the elements of geography.

Whether this is sufficient time to devote to laboratory work,

or whether two hours per week would be practically as econom-

cal and more efficient is a debatable question.

In order to gain some knowledge upon the problem, an

exleriment was carried on with the students who were :..:rolled

in geography 101. From a group of 120 students, sixty were

selected with which to make this experiment. ;..s far as the

cl;.ronological ages wez-e concerned, the students were chosen

indiscriminately. The tsychological ranking and the grades

made on its first comprehensive test in geography formed the

chief basis of the selection. The psychological ranking was

taken from the Kentucky classification. The compreheneive

test, which was a true and false type, was worked out ty the

teachers in the Geography Department at V;estern State

Teachers Colle,-7e, Lalamazoo, Licnigan.

Tne sixty students IfLo were chosen for tr.is study were

3
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divided into three grours of twenty studente each for their

instruction in laboratory work. Accordih to the average

scores made on both of the tests mertioucd sbove, the threc

group of students were anpv.oximately of the sa-le rank.

The individual grades as a whole were rRther lot. This was

probably due to the fact that many of theee students had

but little training in their pre-colleEe ceograOly.

in the regular classroom work the sixty students were

under the same instructor throughout the period of the

exi)erilaent. They were, however, retained in the three claeues

with the sixty nor-experimental students. The hours for the

meeting of the lecture work was seven-thirty o'clock, ten

o'clock, and three c'cloc;- on 1.:onday, ';;edneeday, and Pride-y.

In so far de the claeev.00m teachinr, re concerned, t're

lecture method of instruction was Eeoele,lly used.

The classes in the laboratory, as has been stated, were

divide into groups of twentz student' each. An equal number

of high, median, and low grade students were ',laced in each

group. For conrenience, we shall call these groups A, B. C.

3roup _ enrolled for two hours of laboratory per week; Uroup

enrolled for one hour of laboratory ner week; and Group C

was left without the laboratory OT z. The time of meeting

for the two rrours which had the laboratory might heve some

eignificance. Group _Li met class at three o'clock on Tueedny

afternoon. Ti is hour, according to the or.inion of "r'e s

might be considered an undesirable ore. Group A met their
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clas2 on Saturday morning from nine to cleven In

that a person usually feels less fatigued in the morning,

the students ih 6roup A might have had a very slight ad-

vantage over B in :zo far as the time element is con-

cerned. The two classes in the laboratory work were tauglit

by the same instructor throughout the fifteen weeks of the

experiment. The lecture-demonetration method as well as the

individual metlaod of instruction was used in the laboratory

work. ;A the beginning of each class period, twenty-five

minutes was devoted to testing the pupils on the previous

exercises. Tne remainder of the class reriod WLE used in

lecture and demonstration on the material to be studied for

the next week. After having the demonetration, ti_ students

were free to study the material for one week, the time

elapsing betreen class periods.

The Group rtich irr.F rithout laboratory work had some

opportunity to make individual study of the laboratory exer-

cises which were given to the other two groups. They were

requested, however, rot to rake any study of this material,

and a:Tarently a fine stint of cooperation prevailed.

At the close of the fifteen weeks of exnerirentation,

the same corrrrehensive test that was given at first was

again given and the results tabulFted.
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The data collected in this experiment are probably

insufficient to enable one to draw any very definite conclu-

sions; however, from the information obtained it is possible

to see trends which eeem to favor laboratory instruction.

These trends are brought out in the interpretation of the

various tables listed below.

NIT.:3231 OF IOINTS Gt..=

'.216.M.721 I

ssmarT II: GROUT A.Fv Ei.CF II7iDL

.1:=1:er of Pupil
•.
:
•.
Comprehensive

Test I

•.
:
:

-.
Comprebensive :

Test II :
Gains

1 •. 1`1 r•
IV •. 

n,

2 •. r., •. 61 6
3 •. .. ,!_._. •. i t.0 10
4 -. CC •. '76 6
5 •. r;1 : „ 4
6 • ,.) ,, •. 73 3
7 .. r ; \

_. V •. 4
c3 •. CO •. (Ti. e)
S •. ,.,7, •. 75 16

10 •. C3
11.7A
itt 11

11 •. ii :
. 39 •. C4 2.5

13 •. 43 •. 62 14
14 •. 49 .. 53 5
15 •. 71 •. C.: 9
16 . . .., ..,.1_ •. Cl 10, m
1., •. :,,4 •. rp._., 2
13 •. C2 •.
19 •. 53 •. r ;-;

.-.J .. -3
4 •. ••76 . 75 -1

1.1

- r
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Tables I, II, and III are chiefly eelf exIlatory.

The number on the left represents the individual students in

the various groups. Columns two and three represent the

individuals grades made on the first and second comprehensive

test resectively. The column or the right gives the increase

of the grades made by each student. As can be readily seen,

the students in Group a and Grou- made greater gains on the

whole than did the students ir Groui, C. Several c.f.' the

students ih Group C, in fact, made lower ecores on the second

comprehensive test than they did on the first test. This ie

rather difficult to explain; whatever exTlanation we might

give would be merely an assumption.

Almost every student in Group a made some increase in

his crade cc shown by the figures ir the right hand c.lumn

of each of the Tables I, 11, and III. The rare of taeee

points of increase was from -3 to 25 in A. The gains made

by the students in GrouT; 3 showed a range from 3 to 22, while

the range of the gains in Group C was to 12.

TZ-BLA.7. IV

TeT;7  c)--n 7'f(37-7 GP.=

Group A  151

Grou:: 7  ---12?

L'S
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The second c=prehensive test snowed tut eighteen of

the students in Group A made gains in their grades. The

total number of points gained was 151. -ineteen of the

stodente in Group ID made an increase in their grace, and

the aggreEate number of points gained was 127. Only 5o per

cent cf the students in Group C made any increase in their

grade, and these ten made a total gain of only 38 points.

The figures in Table IV seem to indicate a considerable EL..in

of Group and Group 1-.! over that of Croup C.

TEE AVLII...XE OF

T.::.BLE V

PSYCEOLOGICAL i COL:FREEErZIVE

Feycholocical •
Test •

Comprehensive
T est 1

•
:
•

Comprehensive
'sect 11

Grou; A 61.75 •
•

.25

Group 3 5C.39 63.25 C9.25
•
•

•
•

Group C •
• 49 C2 64.3
•
•

.ixcording to the average scores made on the psychologi-

cal test, the three groups of students appeared to be of

oTcroximately eque.1 rank. The lorest average, rhich was that

of Was 48.1. The averaLe of Grout' B apIlroximated

that with an average of 53.39. .rLs can be readily seen, then,

the range Letv,eeh the average of tile highest and the 'crest

Isychelozioal grace is 2.29. The average grade of the three

• •••••••-•••' •11••:,•"!•••

.• • •• ••••• ••• ••• • .
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groups made on the first comprehensive test Et.OPiEd nomarkeci

degree of difference. The average score for Group wa.s

€1.75; for Group C .rs5; anc fcr Liroup C. C2. k.;onsideril.c-

the a.verage grade made, then, on the psycholovicza test and

on the first com7rehensive test, we eee that the three groups

have fairly comparatle atility.

On the second compreheneive test, the averaLe scores of

3rou-,2,7i. and Group B were the same. cth of these groups,

however, scored 4.95 points higher than did group C. Coml,ar—

ing the avera.ge of the first and second comprenensive tests,

we note that Group made an increase of 7.5; Group I made

an increase of C.C; and Group C made an increase of only 2.3.
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TA.ELE VI

TEE YER CT CF ZI-CLEI:T6 II; EACH GROUI
OR EXCE2T,L IHE -',VTER.AGE OF EACH CF

WHOE GRALLL E".6LALS
GRLLCT?

•
:CampreLensive:CoulLrenensiv:?•• Test I •et Li•

1-er Cent in Group A whose Grade
Equale or Exceeds Average

of Group

:
•

•
•
•30 45

I'-er Cent in Group A 'whose Grade
Equals or Exceeds Average

Of Group C

:
• 35 55

Per Cent in Group 3 Vhose grade
Equals or Exceeds Average

of Group A

•
3C 40

1-er Cent in Group B :.-hose Grace
Equals or Exceeds Average

of Croup C

:
.

35 65

ler Cent in 0roun, C Whose Grade
Ezuale or Exceeds Averaffe

of .2rcr.4 A

..

..

..

..

.

.

1-er Gent in Group C »hose Grade
Equale or Zxceeds ;LverixEe

of Group B

•
•

•

30 30

The average grades of the three groups of student:

on the first and second comprehensive tests have been stated

in Tablo T. The ner cent of students in Group who're grades

equal or exceed the average of Group E is 50 aE based on the

first comprehensive test. T ve hese the comparison upon the

average of the second comprehensive test, the per cent in

Group J. whose grsdes equal or exceed the 'average of Group

is 45. The in that the students in Group A made over the

average of Grout. E was 15 per cert. '.he per cent of students

in Grout A whose grades equal or exceed the average cf Group C
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ie 35 per cent as based on the first comprehensive test.

Uaking the comparison upon the average of the second compre-

hensive test, the per cent in Group A that equals or ex,:eeds

the average of Group C is 55. Obviously, then, the gain in

this case is 20 per cent. A similar comparison might be

mace for Group E and C.

The studente in Group A and Group E show practically

the same progress as indicated by Table VI. Group made

an increase of 15 per cent over the average of Group 3,

while Group B made an increase of 1C per cent over the

average of Group B. Group B made a 10 per cent higner gain

over the average of Group C than was made by Group L. The

students in Grout C failed to make any increase in their grades

as based on the average of Group Es and if based on the

average of Group A we find that they really lose 20 per cent.

TABLE V71

A colaARIsor OF THE /NCREASE IN THE GRADES gAMC EY THE THREE
GROUPS CF STUDEI:"3

. :•

:Low 25 -rer Cent : 50 ier Cent •T-7;-1- 25 ter Cent
• . • • .. . . .
Ct'er Cent:Average:Pcr Cent:Average:Per Cent:Average
: Gaining: Gain : Gaining: Gain : Gaining: Gain

Group A 1C0 :

•
•

14.6:
•.

5.4
•
: 100 : 14.6

Grour,
1 •

••

1C0 7.1
•

: 130 : 40

•Crour " • 62'
•

5.0: :
•
- 4.6

After 6ividing the students into a low, mi c:lc, and
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high percentiles, note was made of the number in each 
classi-

fication who made gaine. There was practically 1C0 per cent

gain in the low, middle, and high grade students of toth

Group A and Group B. The average gain, however, was some

greater in the lower and higher percentile of Group A 
than

it was in Group B or Group C. The smallest number of students

making gains was found in Group C. The middle percentile of

thie Group showed that only 33 1/3 per cent of the students

made gains. Their average gain, however, was 13.5 points

ampared with 14.6 points made try the lower and upper per-

tile of Group A. The aggregate average gain of the

etud

as

ents in the lower, middle, and high percentiles was 27.8.

26.0,

agEreg

and 23.9 resrectively. These firures show that the

ate average gains of the three classes of students are

approxiiately the same. They also show the aggregate gain

of Group

groupe.

A to be decidedly r-reater than that of the other two

p 
ama.airlArlimAft4alruhaAlan rsger•r211,A1+#.., •vr•OlteOft-VAdiellellleaW.'

- -rreo •



CEiLlTER IV

RECO=EED:%TIOIT5

It costs more tc teach a student one hour in laboratory

than it does one hour in recitation. This higher cost is due

chief' to the greater amount of supplies required in labora-

tory work, and aleo to tne smaller classes and increased floor

space demanded.

The cost depends to a great extent upon the method used

in the instruction of laboratory work. During the pact few

years a number of experiments have been carried on with the

purpaze of studying the relative merits of certain methods

of instruction. L-5 a result of these studies, advoctes of

the lecture-demonstration method contend that large sums of

money are being wasted in the unprofitable purchase of equip-

ment in sufficient quantities for individual laboratory work.

The saving of much time in also claimed.

.0,tner way to prevent great expenditures in the

laboratory work would to .7roup the etudente. This group-

ing may be done indiscriminately with regard to the weak and

strong students. If this grouping is carried out, one

instructor could handle trice as many students in laboratory

and thua save one half of tne expense in ar,paratua and

materials.

20
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The three groups of students selected for study in

thie experiment rated approximately the same on the peycho-

1o,3ica1 test and on the first comprenensive test. The

second comprehensive test seemed to indicate that the

accomplishments of Group A and B were about tne same, while

that of Group C was slightly below the two erou:ps just

mentioned.

Conclusions

From the data collected in this experiment, the cost of

teaching a student one hour in laboratory is alJparently

greater then the cost of teaching a student one hour in recita-

tion.

result of studies thus far made, we might conclude

that the lecture-demonstration method of instruction is

slightlf more deairatle than the individual laboratory method.

Students could possibly be grouped in laboratory work

without concern as to their strength or weakness. This would

trob.i.bly be cheaper and just as efficient as it would be to

have them un6rou.ied.

Considering the observations made in this particular

experiment the writer was led to believe that tnere was

apparently little difference in the accomplishments of

students in the one and two hour laboratory classes.

:Le student :i without lacoratory work see:a to have been

handica-)ped somewhat in their progreee made in Geography 101.
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Recommendations

In vier, of the fact th,..t ti s study has ite ltmitatione,

further research work should be done on this subject. If a

number of experiments similar to this one were carried out,

tne results should prove of great value.

Further study to determine the best method of instruction

in laboratory work would doubtless trinE about many chanres

in this particular type of school work.
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